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ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM

Bold Statement: Our Team of Researchers believes that the Florida job market in the Post-COVID era must provide equitable live and virtual employment opportunities for all Floridians.
WHY SHOULD WE CARE?

- Unemployment
- Traditional v. Virtual worksite
- Businesses shutting down
- Pros/Cons of working virtual
- Tourist economy
DESIGN METHODOLOGY

- Research

- Business safety plan

- Survey

- Solutions
SOLUTION(S)

- Adaptability

- Safety

“We remain deeply committed to focusing on your well-being when you visit or work at Walt Disney World and Disneyland Resorts. From increased cleaning and disinfecting across our parks and resorts, to updated health and safety policies, we have reimagined the Disney experience so we can all enjoy the magic responsibly. We implemented our health and safety measures after considering the guidance of government and local health authorities, including the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), in addition to the U.S. Travel Association and Disney’s team of health experts.” (Disney Parks Commitment to Health & Safety Measures)
A POTENTIAL PERMANENT FIX

- Maintaining health measures and advancing it

- Companies could hand out free safety gears

- Advertise a new program
THANK YOU!
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